	
  
	
  
	
  
Hugo Mendez is a DJ, label-boss and music researcher at the forefront of the
Tropical scene in Europe.
One of the founders of the legendary Sofrito Tropical
Warehouse parties in London, his DJ'ing style
incorporates sounds, rhythms and influences from
across the tropical music spectrum. A typical set from
Mendez will feature vintage classics, exclusive dubplate
versions and modern productions, creating an intense
and vital energy that has seen him play clubs and
festivals around the world.

	
  
In his role as a researcher and compiler he has travelled extensively in order to
produce groundbreaking compilations for such labels as Strut, Soundway, Jazzman
and Nascente. The recent 'Sofrito: Tropical Discotheque' compilation for Strut
Records was in the top ten albums of 2011 for Radio Nova and compilation of the
year for Vibrations magazine and Radio Grenouille.
Hugo also runs the highly respected Sofrito record label with Frankie Francis. The
label releases everything from Nigerian acid boogie to raw Gwo Ka rhythms, futuristic
sounds from new European producers like DrumTalk to heavy Latin sounds from the
Pacific coast of Colombia. With this flawless output the label has gone far beyond the
staid conventions of what constitutes 'world music' and in doing so has played an
important role in broadening people's notions of this incredible music.
Growing up in London he was immersed in both Latin and jazz music and the
underground sounds of pirate radio - digging Tito Puente and Art Blakey at home
before sneaking out to seminal clubs like the Blue Note, Club Labyrinth or a Jah
Shaka session to soak in the sounds of '90s London. All of this laid a strong
foundation for Mendez and lead to his distinct approach to being a DJ; an essential
blend of UK club culture and tropical rhythms, underpinned by a commitment to
bringing new and unheard sounds into European clubs.
He is currently based in Paris.
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